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India is the only one country in the world, which is very different than countries. Travelers find all
things amazing in India whether they desire to go on beaches tour, natural tour of hill stations, forts
& palace tour, adventure, culture tour et cetera. If you would like to kill two words with one stone in
tourism of India, golden triangle tour will be the ultimate option for you to make your holidays come
true in India. The top selling package of India tour packages, golden triangle tour is one of them,
covers three chronological destinations of the country - Delhi, Agra and Jaipur. These destinations
are wide-reaching renowned with their tradition monuments and many other attractions for instance
forts, palaces, temples, gardens etc. travellers from all over the globe to India to explore the beauty
of golden triangle tour.

Delhi is the first planned destination of golden triangle tours. A trip to Delhi is an incomparable
practice as the visitors have a breathtaking prospect to explore the heritage sights and historical
attractions such as Red Fort, Qutub Minar, Humayun's Tomb (These are the UNESCO World
Heritage Sites in Delhi), India Gate, Safdarjung Tomb, Jama Masjid, Rajghat, and so on. In addition
you can see some other popular sites in Delhi named as Lotus Temple, Laxmi Narayan Temple,
Akshardham Temple, Jantar Mantar et cetera. There are three famous markets where you can
shop, like Connaught Place, Chandni Chowk, Raj Path etc.

The next step in the golden triangle tour packages is the lavish & affluent Agra. The glorious and
opulent Taj Mahal is the highlight attraction in historical Agra city with some other attractions that
are included Agra Fort, Itmad-Ud-Daullah Tomb is also known as the Baby Taj or the Little Taj
Mahal, Tomb of Akbar at Sikandra, Fatehpur Sikri Buland Darwaza - the largest gateway in the
world. Taj Mahal is one of the Seven Wonders of the World, situated in the most exquisite area of
Agra. It stands on the bank of River Yamuna at the side of Agra Fort. On Taj Mahal tour packages
you can Agra Fort that is also the world heritage site. 

After Agra tour of golden triangle tour the travels go on royal Rajasthan tour to visit the capital city
Jaipur is the most explored place in the regions with ancient forts and Rajputana lavish. The
highlight tourist attractions in Jaipur are the City Palace, Jantar Mantar, Hawa Mahal (Palace of
Winds), and Amber Fort, Jaigarh Fort, Nahargarh Fort, Albert Hall Museum, Rambagh Palace, Jal
Mahal (Water Palace) and the like. 
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